Hey! Down Here!
Storytime

• Storytime •

by | Marilyn Lohnes
Grades
PK–2, 3–5

M

any children’s stories reflect the
importance of cooperation and of
the contribution of each player—
no matter how small. Stories such as The
Enormous Turnip and The Elephant in the Well
show that no amount of help is too little.
Other tales and fables such as The Little Red
Hen and The Lion and the Mouse tell us that
sometimes, the hardest-working folk aren’t
necessarily the biggest.
This storytime puppet play celebrates
the notion that small contributions can
make a big difference. It is ideal for a PK–3
audience; you might consider having older
students act out the play in a large-group
storytime program. If older students are performing, be sure to have them read through
their parts several times, even before practicing with the puppets, so that they become
familiar with the vocabulary of the script.

❖ ❖ ❖

Marilyn Lohnes has been a professional
librarian for more than 20 years, many of
which were spent as a children’s librarian.
She has planned and conducted thousands
of children’s programs, including a variety of
puppet shows, and has presented a number of
puppetry workshops for teachers and librarians. You can find some of her other puppet
scripts and patterns in Fractured Fairy Tales:
Puppet Plays and Patterns, and Storytime
Puppet Zoo, both from UpstartBooks.

Puppet Characters
(Hand Puppets)

(Finger Puppets)

Elephant

Ant

Hippo

Termite

Monkey

Spider

Lion
Optional Puppets: Zebra, Tiger, etc.

Making the Puppets
Materials Needed

•

Assorted swatches of colorful felt for
hand puppets of the following creatures:
Elephant, Hippo, Monkey, Lion, Ant,
Termite, Spider
• Puppet patterns, as found on pages 8–16
• Roly eyes for finger puppets
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• Pipe cleaners for insect and spider legs
• Fabric paint
• Small pom poms
Hand Puppet Instructions
1. Copy and cut out upper and lower body

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

parts of animals from the patterns on
pages 8–16. Note: Be sure to enlarge or
reduce the patterns according to the hand
size of your performers.
Tape the upper and lower body parts
together along the dotted line.
Trace each pattern onto two pieces of felt.
(For instance, if you want a gray elephant,
trace the full elephant pattern onto two
pieces of gray felt.)
Cut out each animal body pattern piece
(you should have two Elephant, Hippo,
Monkey, and Lion pieces now).
Match up each body piece with its partner and stitch or glue the body pieces
together, leaving the bottom open.
Cut out eyes, ears, and other pieces from
appropriate colored felt.
Glue other parts in place.
Draw mouths with fabric paint.

Finger Puppet Instructions

1. Reproduce and cut out the finger puppet
patterns on page 7. These patterns are the
bodies of the insercts.

2. Trace each pattern onto two pieces of
felt. (For instance, if you want a purple
spider, trace the spider body pattern
onto two pieces of purple felt.)
2. Cut out each animal body pattern piece
(you should have two Termite, Ant, and
Spider pieces now).
3. Stitch or glue the body pieces together,
leaving the bottom open wide enough
for an index finger.
4. Glue on eyes and pom pom noses.
5. Cut small pieces of pipe cleaners for
insect and spider legs, and glue them to
the back of their bodies.
6. Draw mouths with fabric paint.

Props
Props are optional in this puppet show, as
you can pretend without them. If you wish
to include props, consider the following:
• fabric leaves, approximagely 2–3" long
(see page 17 for pattern)
• banana tree (paper towel rolls work well
for a base)
• small bunch of toy bananas (approx 2"
long, each)
• small mesh net for a spider web (an
onion bag painted silver could work).
• CD or MP3 player with celebratory
music, such as “Celebrate Good Times”
by Kool and the Gang.
• You can also look for small toys to use
as props, or you can simply draw the
props and mount them on sticks.

Setting
Again, these setting suggestions are optional,
but if you wish to dress up your show, you’ll
need:
• a jungle-type scene
• a scene with a watering hole or small
pond.
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Hey! Down Here!

A Puppet Play by Marilyn Lohnes

Scene One
A jungle path (background noise talking,
arguing, agreeing, gradually fades out. Enter
Ant, Spider and Termite.)

Spider: See you later! (To self) There must
be something we can do. (Exits)

Scene Two

Ant: I can’t believe it! This is the third time
we’ve been refused.

(A jungle path, large banana tree. Monkey
is high in the banana tree, holding several
bananas, chattering away.)

Termite: Yeah, I don’t get it. Why won’t
they let us join the “Neighbors helping
Neighbors” Community Watch Program?

Monkey: (Very upset) That’s what I get for
being so lazy! If I’d just taken two at a time,
I wouldn’t be in this mess!

Spider: (Frustrated) Well, you know why.

Spider: (Enters) Hi Monkey. It sounds like
you’re not too happy. What seems to be the
problem?

Termite: (Sad) Yeah.
Ant/Spider/Termite: (Sarcastically) We’re
not big enough!
Ant: But really, I don’t get it. We’re just as
much a part of the community as the others. In fact, we already help the community.
Termite: That’s right! I’m a detritivore.
Ant/Spider: A what?
Termite: A detritivore. I eat rotting or dead
wood, and I help it to decompose more
quickly. That helps the whole nutrient cycle.
It’s part of a food web.
Spider: Speaking of webs, I’m sure there’s a
way my webs could help out . . .
Ant: And Termite, you and I are supposed
to be natural enemies. But we get along
just fine. So why can’t the other animals
get along with us? (Pauses) . . . Well, except
maybe for Anteater.
Termite: (Shudders) Ooooh, I know what
you mean. (Looks around). Well, this is my
stop. See you guys soon! (Exits)
Spider: See you later! (Turns to Ant and continues walking) There must be something we
can do to prove that we’re part of this community.
Ant: (Sighs) I guess all we can do is just be
ourselves. At least we have each other as
good friends. (Looks around). I think I’ll take
the short-cut. See you later. (Exits)

Monkey: (Looks around) Who said that?
Spider: Hey! Down here! What seems to
be the problem?
Monkey: (Sarcastically) The problem,
genius, is that I’m stuck, and I haven’t figured out how to get down.
Spider: Stuck? How did you get stuck?
Monkey: (Frustrated) Well, if you must
know, I was gathering bananas, and when I
finished, I tried to come down the tree . . .
Spider: . . . and?
Monkey: And I
can’t get down now.
I have so many
bananas that I can’t
see where I’m going,
and I don’t have
a free hand to eat
some of the bananas
so that I can have
less to carry down.
Spider: Why don’t
you just drop some
of the bananas?
Monkey: Oh, but these bananas are perfect! Just ripe, and still a little firm. If I drop
them, they’ll turn to mush on the ground.
I hate mushy bananas. If only I hadn’t been
so lazy, I could have put something soft on
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the ground to catch the bananas when I
dropped them.

of the watering hole, I step in a big patch of
mud.

Spider: Monkey, I think I can help—that is,
if you want my help.

Ant: (Looks around) Hmmm. It is really muddy
at the shoreline. What about a bath mat for
stepping out?

Monkey: (Sarcastically) Really? And how do
you think you can help?
Spider: Well, as you know, I spin webs.
Now most spiders have something called
spinnerets that help to spin webs. Most spiders have up to six types of glands to make
different types of webs.
Monkey: So?
Spider: Well, I have a seventh one. I can
make a really strong web. I’ll spin it between
some trees, and then you can drop the
bananas safely. Your bananas will be fine,
and then you can climb down from the tree.
(Begins spinning, moving around stage, web
appears onstage)
Monkey: Look out below! (Bananas are
dropped, monkey climbs down tree and examines bananas) They’re perfect! Not even a
bruise. Thank you so much, spider!
Spider: Just being a good neighbor. (Exits)
Monkey: Perfect! Just perfect. Mmm, these
are going to be delicious (Monkey exits with
bananas)

Scene Three
The watering hole, with Hippo in the water)
Hippo: (Sobbing) Oh, this just won’t do.
How am I ever going to have clean toes?
Ant: (Enters) Hello Hippo. I heard you crying. Are you okay?
Hippo: (Looks around) Who’s there?
Ant: Hey! Down here! Are you okay,
Hippo?
Hippo: No. I have dreadfully dirty feet.
Ant: But you’re in the watering hole. Can’t
you wash your feet?
Hippo: (Sniffing) I did. In fact I’ve done it
twenty times. But every time I try to get out
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Hippo: I don’t have a bath mat. (Begins sobbing
again) Eew! I hate mud. I know, a hippopotamus is supposed to like mud, but I hate it!
Ant: Well,
Hippo, we are all
individuals. We
shouldn’t assume
things about others. If you don’t
like mud, then
you don’t like
mud. (Pauses)
Listen, I think I
have an idea how
to get you out
and stay clean.
Hippo: (Sniffing)
Really?
Ant: Yes. Do you see that plant over there? I
can chew off a few of its leaves and drag them
over to the edge of the watering hole. Then
when you step out, you’ll step right on those
nice clean leaves.
Hippo: But those leaves are much bigger than
you. How would you carry them?
Ant: (Proudly) We ants are very strong. In
fact, I can lift 20 times my own body weight.
And I can run fast, too. I can have this done
in no time flat! (Goes to leaves, makes crunching
sounds, and drags several back to the side of the
watering hole)
Hippo: (Steps on to bath mat) Oooh, this is perfect! I feel like dancing! (Whirls around)
Ant: (Dodging Hippo) Hippo! Look out! I’m
down here! Don’t step on me!
Hippo: Oh, sorry, I got a little excited.
Ooohhh, I can’t wait to go home and paint my
toenails! Thank you so much, Ant!

Storytime
Ant: Just being a good neighbor. (Exits)
Hippo: Red. Bright red. I’m going to paint
my toenails bright red. (Exits)

Scene Four

my talent, but it would certainly come in
handy here. Since the tree trunk is old and
dead, I can chew around the hole and make it
bigger. Then you can pull your trunk out.

A jungle path with tree. Elephant is onstage
with face pressed to tree, struggling to
remove trunk.

Elephant: (Nasal) Oh, that sounds fantastic! What can I do? (Termite crawls up trunk of
Elephant. Elephant begins to sneeze.)

Elephant: (Speaking with nasal voice— performer should pinch nose when talking) Of all
the ridiculous messes I’ve got myself into,
this has to be the worst!

Termite: It’s what you don’t do that’s important. For heaven’s sake, DON’T SNEEZE. If you
do, you’ll blow me right out of the savannah!

Termite: (Enters) Why Elephant, you’re
stuck!

Elephant: (Almost sneezing) Aaa, aaa, Okay,
okay, don’t sneeze . . . Aaa, aaa . . .
Termite: Done! Pull out your trunk!

Elephant: (Nasal) Who said that?

Elephant: (Pulls out trunk) Aaa, aaa . . .  

Termite: Hey! Down here! How badly are
you stuck?

Termite: Quick! Turn the other way!

Elephant: (Nasal) Pretty bad. My trunk is
caught in a hole in this old tree stump.
Termite: I won’t ask . . .
Elephant: (Nasal) I was scraping some of
the bark off to eat, and my trunk slid into
the hole. I tried to pull it out, but now I
think my trunk has swollen a little. (Sighs)
I’m really stuck.
Termite: (Walks around Elephant) Elephant,
I think I can get you out of there.
Elephant: (Nasal) Really? That would be
great! (Pauses) But how would you do it?
You’re way too
small to pull
me out. I’m
pretty big, you
know.
Termite:
Well, as you
might know,
I have some
pretty handy
skills when
it comes to
wood. Not
everyone
appreciates

Elephant: (Turns away from Termite)
AAAAACHOOOO!
Termite: Whew! That was close!
Elephant: I guess so! My goodnes, if I’d been
facing you . . .
Termite: I’d have been a goner!
Elephant: I can’t believe you risked everything, just to help me.
Termite: It’s what a good neighbor does.
Elephant: That was more than being a good
neighbor. That was being a friend.
Termite: Well, I saw that you were in trouble.
I couldn’t just walk away and leave you.
Elephant: I’d really like to make it up to
you somehow. We animals haven’t been very
friendly to you wee folk. I guess we thought
that you could never make a difference. You
sure proved me wrong. I’m really sorry.
Termite: That’s alright. Like I said, just being
a good neighbor. (Exits)
Elephant: Hmmm. Now there must be something I can do. An award plaque? No, that
would probably squash him. A badge? No,
too big. Hmmm, I have to think of something.
(Pauses) That’s it! I know how to thank him. I
know exactly how to thank him! (Exits quickly)
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Scene Five
A jungle path. Ant, Termite and Spider are
walking toward a gathering. Lots of conversation can be heard in the background.

Lion: Elephant came to me yesterday and told me
how Termite had helped him out of a very tight
spot. Termite risked his own life to help out a
neighbor . . .

Ant: Do you know what this is about?

Spider: Wow, did you really? How?

Termite: No, not really. We just had a
meeting last week. We don’t usually have
meetings this close together.

Termite: It’s kind of a long story.

Spider: I wonder if something happened.
Oh gosh, I hope nobody has been hurt.
(Animals start to gather onstage, Lion arrives)
Termite: There’s Lion. There must be
something official.
Ant: It’s funny we didn’t hear anything. We
usually know what’s going on.
Spider: Shhh.
Quiet. Lion is
going to speak.
(Background noise
clears)
Lion: (Clears
throat) Members
of the Community
Watch program,
Community members, friends. I
come here today
to tell you that we
have made a serious mistake.
Ant: Oh my!
Spider: This doesn’t sound good at all!
Termite: Quiet, he’s going to say more.
Lion: Yes. It has been called to my attention
that over the last week, some of our members have been greatly helped by others in
the community.

Lion: . . . and then Hippo told me how Ant had
been a kind and caring neighbor as well, and had
taken the time to help out a distressed friend …
Termite: Sounds like I’m not the only hero.
Ant: It wasn’t much. I just saw Hippo upset, and
decided to help.
Lion: . . . and furthermore, Monkey told me how
Spider saved his food supply.
Ant: Looks like it was a good week for you too.
Spider: I don’t see what the fuss is about. We
were all just . . .  
Ant/Spider/Termite: . . . Being good neighbors!
Lion: I’m afraid we have underestimated our small
friends. They are a much bigger part of our community than we thought.
Ant: (Sniffs) I think I’m going to cry.
Termite: It’s pretty touching.
Lion: To show our appreciation, we, the members
of the Neighbors helping Neighbors Community
Watch Program, would be honored if you would
be members of our society. (Applause breaks out)
Lion: I think we should have a big cheer for
our newest members, Ant, Termite, and Spider.
Everyone join me! Hip, hip . . . (Everyone)
Monkey/Elephant/Hippo: Hooray!
Lion: Wait a minute! I don’t think I heard everyone. (Looks toward audience). You! You folks watching us. Would you like to join us in a cheer as
well? (Wait for response)

Termite: Nope.

Lion: That’s great! Let’s all try it together now.
Three cheers for Spider, Ant and Termite. Hip,
Hip, HOORAY! Hip, Hip, HOORAY! Hip, Hip,
HOORAY!

Ant: He is a little long-winded sometimes.
We should just keep listening.

(Play lively music such as “Celebrate Good Times.”
Characters mingle, then exit as music fades.)

Spider: Do you have any idea what he’s
talking about?
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Insect/Arachnid Body Patterns

Termite
Body

Ant
Body

Spider
Body
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Monkey Upper Body Pattern
Monkey
Tongue

Monkey
Upper Body

Monkey
Outer Eyes

Monkey
Inner Eyes
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Monkey Lower Body Pattern

Monkey
Face

Monkey
Lower Body

Monkey
Tail

Monkey
Tummy

Bottom—leave open
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Hippo Upper Body Pattern

Hippopotamus
Nostrils

Hippopotamus
Upper Body

Hippopotamus
Inner Eyes
Hippopotamus
Outer Eyes
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Hippo Lower Body Pattern

Hippopotamus
Lower Body

Hippopotamus
Snout

Hippopotamus
Mouth

Hippopotamus
Inner Ears
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Elephant Upper Body Pattern

Elephant
Inner Ears

Elephant
Upper Body

Hippopotamus
Outer Eyes

Hippopotamus
Inner Eyes
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Elephant Lower Body Pattern
Elephant
Outer Ears

Elephant
Trunk

Elephant
Lower Body
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Lion Upper Body Pattern

Lion
Inner Eyes

Lion
Outer Eyes

Lion
Upper Body

Lion
Tail
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Lion Lower Body Pattern

Lion
Muzzle

Lion
Nose

Lion
Lower Body
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Lion Tail and Mane Pattern

Lion
Mane

Lion
Tail Tip
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Banana Leaves Pattern

Banana
Leaves
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